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New derivations of selection rules for excitation and detec-
ion of multiple quantum coherences in coupled spin-1/2 sys-
ems are presented. The selection rules apply to experiments in
hich the effective coupling Hamiltonian used for multiple
uantum excitation is both time-reversal invariant and time-
eversible by a phase shift of the radiofrequency pulse sequence
hat generates the effective couplings. The selection rules are
hown to be consequences of time-reversal invariance and time-
eversibility and otherwise independent of the specific form of
he effective coupling Hamiltonian. Numerical simulations of
ultiple quantum NMR signal amplitudes and experimental
ultiple quantum excitation spectra are presented for the case

f a multiply 13C-labeled helical polypeptide. The simulations
nd experiments confirm the selection rules and demonstrate
heir impact on multiple quantum 13C NMR spectra in this
iochemically relevant case.
Key Words: multiple quantum NMR; time-reversal; NMR the-

ry; solid state NMR; peptides.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple pulse, multiple quantum (MQ) nuclear magne
esonance (NMR) spectroscopy of solids, originally dem
trated by Yen and Pines (1), has developed into a useful to
or estimating the number of nuclear spins in a coupled sy
2–5). MQ “spin counting” of protons and19F nuclei can
rovide important structural information about inorganic (6–9)
nd organic (10–14) materials of technological interest.
ddition, MQ NMR spectroscopy has been the basis for
amental studies of the quantum dynamics of many-spin

ems in solids (15–20). Recently, we demonstrated the fea
ility of high-order MQ excitation in dilutely13C-labeled
rganic compounds (21). 13C MQ NMR spectroscopy ma
rove to be a useful probe of the conformations and oligo

zation states of13C-labeled biopolymers such as peptides
roteins.
An important aspect of MQ spectroscopy of solids is the

f multiple pulse sequences to create effective dipole–d
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oupling Hamiltonians that are time-reversible, i.e., that ca
eversed in sign by some experimental manipulation such
hift of the phase of the radiofrequency (RF) pul
1, 2, 5, 15, 22). The property of time-reversibility is logical
istinct from the property of time-reversal invariance (23). The

atter property is shared by all effective Hamiltonians that
ilinear or even-power functions of spin angular momen
perators, while the former property obtains only in spe
ases. When the effective coupling Hamiltonian in the pr
ation period of the MQ experiment is opposite in sign to
ffective coupling Hamiltonian in the mixing period of t
xperiment, all MQ transitions contribute to the MQ spect
ith the same phase (1, 2, 22, 24). Destructive interferenc
mong unresolved MQ transitions, which would otherw
rastically reduce the MQ signal amplitude (1, 22, 24), is

hereby eliminated.
To date, two forms of time-reversible effective couplin

ave been employed in MQ NMR experiments in solids.
s a double quantum Hamiltonian (1, 2, 15, 22) of the form

HDQ 5 O
i.j

dij~I yiI yj 2 I xiI xj!, [1]

hereI i and I j are the spin angular momentum vector op
ors for spinsi andj anddij is the coupling constant. The oth
s a single quantum Hamiltonian (5) of the form

HSQ 5 O
i.j

dij~I ziI xj 1 I xiI zj!. [2]

he sign ofHDQ is reversed by ap/2 phase shift of all R
ulses in the multiple pulse sequence used to generateHDQ,
hich has the effect of rotatingHDQ by p/2 aboutz in angular
omentum space. The sign ofHSQ is reversed by ap phase

hift (or alternatively by application ofp x pulses at the begin
ing and end of the multiple pulse sequence). Use of Ha

oniansHDQ and HSQ leads to particular selection rules t
overn the possible orders and ranks (defined below) of
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303SELECTION RULES FOR MULTIPLE QUANTUM NMR
oherences that may be excited and detected in MQ sp
hen the nuclear spin system is initially at thermal equilibr

n a strong magnetic field. The selection rules are particu
mportant in spin counting applications when the numbe
oupled spinsN is relatively small, because the selection ru
ay prohibit excitation of the highest-order MQ transition (

he N-quantum transition in a system of coupled spin
uclei) for some values ofN. In previous publications (5, 15),

he selection rules were derived by analysis of the Liouv
on Neumann equationṙ(t) 5 i [r(t), H], using the well-
nown commutation relations among spin angular momen
perators and the explicit forms forH given in Eqs. [1] and [2]
n implicit assumption in these derivations is that the s
ensity operatorr(t) at any timet can be derived fromr(0) by

terative evaluation of commutators, as in the series expa

r~t! 5 r~0! 1 it @r~0!, H# 2
t 2

2
@@r~0!, H#, H#

2 i
t 3

6
@@@r~0!, H#, H#, H# 1 . . . . [3]

he initial conditionr(0) is proportional to

I z 5 O
i

I zi [4]

or longitudinal spin polarization, as in thermal equilibriu
ith a static magnetic field along z, or to a linear combina
f I x and I y for transverse magnetization.
This paper presents alternative derivations of the sele

ules for excitation and detection of MQ coherences in sys
f spin-1/2 nuclei with effective coupling Hamiltonians that

ime-reversible under an rf phase shift, as in Eqs. [1] and
he derivations given below do not depend on any s
xpansions or commutation relations, and are therefore
endent of perturbation theory and of any conceivable
erns (16) regarding the convergence of Eq. [3]. Instead, th
erivations makes use of the time-reversal invariance

ime-reversibility of the effective Hamiltonian. This paper a
resents the results of numerical simulations of MQ excita
pectra that confirm the selection rules and are releva
ossible MQ NMR measurements on13C-labeled peptides an
roteins. Finally, experimental MQ NMR excitation spectra
13C-labeled, 20-residue peptide, in lyophilized solid form,
resented and briefly discussed.

THEORY

The nuclear spin density operatorr(t) 5 e2iHtr(0)eiHt ,
hich describes the state of the system ofN coupled spins afte
volution for timet under the time-independent effective Ha

ltonian H, can in general be expressed as a linear combin
f Lth-rank (or L-spin), M-quantum operatorsA . Each
L,M,q
tra

ly
f

s
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L,M,q is a product ofL angular momentum operatorsI zi, I 1,i ,
r I 2,i , with M equal to the difference between the numbe
aising operatorsI 1,i and the number of lowering operatorsI 2,i

n the product. The indexq is required to distinguish th
arious operators with the sameL andM from one another. Fo
xample,I z1I 1,3I 2,4I 1,6I 1,7I z9 is one possibleA6,2,q operator in
spin system withN $ 9. For coupled spin-1/2 systems,

L,M,q operators can be defined in such a way that no more
ne of the operatorsI zi, I 1,i , or I 2,i appears in the product f
ach spini . To within a normalization constant, the amplitu
f theAL,M,q component inr(t), i.e., the probability amplitud

or exciting theqth Lth-rank,M-quantum coherence, is giv
y

!L,M,q~t! 5 Tr $AL,M,q
† e2iHtr~0!eiHt%. [5]

he selection rules specify the values ofL and M for which
L,M,q(t) is not necessarily zero.
The following derivations of MQ selection rules make us

he antilinear, antiunitary time-reversal operatorK (23), which
as the propertiesKIK21 5 2I,K(i)K21 5 2i, and Tr{KBK21} 5
r{B}*. The last property follows from̂au(Kub&) 5 [(^buK)ua&]*,
hereua& and ub& are arbitrary kets, andK† 5 K21. For coupled
pin-1/2 systems,KAL,M,qK

21 5 (21)LAL,M,q
† . The derivations als

ake use of several well-known properties of linear operator
heir traces: (1) (BC)† 5 C†B†, which holds for any linear ope
torsB andC; (2) Tr{BC} 5 Tr{CB}; (3) Tr{ RBR21} 5 Tr{B},
hich holds for any linear operatorR with an inverseR21;
nd (3) Tr{B†} 5 Tr{ B}*. In addition, the derivations assum

hat Rz(fTR) HRz(fTR)21 5 2H, whereRz(fTR) is the oper
tor for a rotation of all spin angular momenta aboutz by fTR

i.e., an RF phase shiftfTR reverses the sign ofH), and
HK21 5 H (i.e., H is time-reversal invariant). Note th
z(fTR)AL,M,qRz(fTR)21 5 e2iMfTRAL,M,q.
Consider first the initial conditionr(0) 5 I z. Then

!L,M,q~t! 5 Tr$~ AL,M,q
† e2iHtI ze

iHt! †%* [6a]

5 Tr$AL,M,qe
2iHtI ze

iHt%* [6b]

5 Tr$K~ AL,M,qe
2iHtI ze

iHt! K 21% [6c]

5 ~21! L11Tr$AL,M,q
† eiHtI ze

2iHt% [6d]

5 ~21! L11Tr$Rz~fTR! AL,M,q
† eiHtI ze

2iHtRz~fTR! 21%

[6e]

5 ~21! L11eiMfTRTr$AL,M,q
† e2iHtI ze

iHt% [6f]

5 ~21! L11eiMfTR!L,M,q~t!. [6g]

herefore,! L,M,q(t) can be nonzero only if

~21! L11eiMfTR 5 1. [7]
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f fTR 5 p/2, as in the caseH 5 HDQ, this implies the selectio
ules thatM be an even integer and thatL 1 M/ 2 be an odd
nteger. If fTR 5 p, as in the caseH 5 HSQ, this implies the
election rule thatL 1 M be an odd integer.
In a system ofN spin-1/2 nuclei, theN-quantum coherenc

as L 5 M 5 N. It is impossible to excite theN-quantum
oherence from an initial conditionr(0) 5 I z in a spin-1/2
ystem whenfTR 5 p. When fTR 5 p/2, the N-quantum
oherence can be excited from an initial conditionr(0) 5 I z

nly if N is an odd multiple of two.
For the initial conditionr(0) 5 I x, the same argument lea

o

!L,M,q~t! 5 ~21! L11eiMfTR@cosfTRTr$~ AL,M,q
† e2iHtI xe

iHt! †%

1 sin fTRTr$~ AL,M,q
† e2iHtI ye

iHt! †%#. [8]

f fTR 5 p, Eq. [8] implies the selection rule thatL 1 M be
n even integer. Excitation of theN-quantum coherence in
ystem ofN spin-1/2 nuclei is allowed, in general. Equation
oes not restrictL andM if fTR 5 p/2, but the selection ru

hat M be an odd integer in this case follows simply from

!L,M,q~t! 5 Tr$Rz~p! AL,M,q
† e2iHtI xe

iHtRz~p! 21% [9a]

5 2eiMpTr$AL,M,q
† e2iHtI xe

iHt%. [9b]

election rules forr(0) 5 I y are identical to those forr(0) 5 I x.
Note that the derivations given above depend onfTR but not

n other details ofH. The selection rules therefore apply
orms of effective couplings more general than those in
1] and [2]. However, the selection rules apply only to spin
ystems. In non-spin-1/2 systems, the simplest general for
he operatorsAL,M,q is a product of termsI zi

mi I 1,i
ni or I zi

mi I 2,i
ni with

i , ni $ 0. Unlessmi 1 ni # 1 for all i , KAL,M,qK
21 Þ

21)LAL,M,q
† in general. Previous derivations of MQ select

ules (5, 15) presumably also apply only to spin-1/2 syste
lthough this is not explicitly stated.
When the Hermitian detected operatorD in a MQ NMR

xperiment is the same as the initial condition, as is usuall
ase (1–5, 21, 22, 24), the selection rules for excitation a
etection of MQ coherences are identical. The probab
mplitude for detecting the coherenceAL,M,q after evolution
nder the time-reversed Hamiltonian during the mixing pe
f durationt is given by

@L,M,q~t! 5 Tr$DeiHtAL,M,qe
2iHt%. [10]

t follows that @ L,M,q(t) 5 ! L,M,q(t)* when D 5 r(0).

SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulations of multiple-quantum excitation un
ime-reversible HamiltoniansH andH were carried out fo
SQ DQ
s.

for

,

e

y

d

r

polyalanine peptide in an ideala-helical conformation. Th
imulations assume that the peptide is labeled with13C at the
ethyl side chain positions of four, five, or six alanine r
ues, separated by two unlabeled residues (e.g., residi ,
1 3, i 1 6, i 1 9, i 1 12, andi 1 15 in the case of si

13C labels). The coordinates of the methyl carbons in
-helical conformation were determined with the QUAN
odeling program (Molecular Simulations, Inc.), using s
ard bond lengths and angles, and backbone dihedral a
f, c, v) 5 (257°, 247°, 180°). With this geometry, th
hortest distances between methyl labels arer min 5 5.8 Å. The
aximum dipole–dipole coupling constantg2\/ 2pr min

3 is 39
z, whereg is the magnetogyric ratio. This is the maxim
alue ofdij / 2p in Eqs. [1] and [2]. Placement of13C labels a
very third residue was chosen for these simulations be

his labeling scheme may allow the differentiation of a he
onformation, which brings the labels relatively close toge
rom an extended conformation, which leads to significa
onger internuclear distances and weaker couplings, in13C MQ
MR experiments on real peptides or proteins.
The multiple pulse sequence [–t9/ 2–90x–t–90x–t9–90x–

–90x–t9–902x–t–902x–t9–902x–t–902x–t9/ 2–]n was used
o generate the effective coupling HamiltonianHDQ in the
imulations (1, 2, 22). The sequence 45y–[–t / 2–90x–t9–90x–
–90x–t9–90x–t–902x–t9–902x–t–902x–t9–902x–t / 2–]n–
52y was used to generateHSQ (5). In both cases,t 5 798 ms
ndt9 5 397ms. The 90° and 45° pulse lengths were 4 an
s, respectively. The integern indicates the number of rep

itions of the multiple pulse cycle in the MQ preparation pe
nd in the mixing period of a simulated experiment, so tha

engths of the preparation and mixing periods would
.812 3 n ms. The evolution operatorU(n) and the densit
peratorr(n) [ U(n)r(0)U(n)21 were calculated as 2N 3 2N

atrices, using a direct-product basis for the systemN
pin-1/2 nuclei. The totalM-quantum signal amplitudeSM(n)
i.e., the probability amplitude for excitation of anM-quantum
oherence at the end of the preparation period and detect
ignals from this coherence at the end of the mixing pe
ummed over allM-quantum coherences) was then evalu
sSM(n) 5 ¥9a,bu^bur(n)ua&u 2, where¥9a,b indicates a sum ove
ll pairs of direct-product statesua& and ub& that satisfy

^buI zub& 2 ^auI zua&u 5 M. Finally,SM(n) values calculated fo
56 directions of the external magnetic field relative t
olecule-fixed axis system were summed and normalize

ield the powder-averageM-quantum signal amplitude
M(n).
The results of calculations forN 5 4, 5, 6 andn 5 1, 2,

, 8 are displayed in Fig. 1 forr(0) 5 I z and in Fig. 2 for
(0) 5 I x. The numerical results are in full agreement with
election rules discussed above. In particular, usingHDQ,

M(n) is nonzero only for even values ofM whenr(0) 5 I z

nd odd values ofM whenr(0) 5 I x. For the four-spin syste
ith r(0) 5 I z, 6 4(n) is zero to within the precision of th
alculations for all values ofn. For the six-spin system wi
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(0) 5 I z, 6 6(n) is small but nonzero. For example,66(8) 5
.000084. UsingHSQ, 6M(n) is zero to within the precision o

he calculations forM 5 N when r(0) 5 I z. All values of
M(n) are nonzero for largen whenr(0) 5 I x.

EXPERIMENTAL MULTIPLE QUANTUM
EXCITATION SPECTRA

Experiments were carried out on the 20-residue pe
elix20 (sequence Ac–TyrAlaGluAlaAlaAlaLysAlaGluA

aAlaAlaLysAlaGluAlaAlaAlaLysLys–NH2, where Ac and
H2 represent acetyl and amide capping groups at the N

he C-terminus), synthesized by standard solid-phase me
ith 13C labels at the methyl carbons of Ala5, Ala8, Ala
la14, and Ala17. This peptide was designed to be hi
-helical. A theoretical analysis of the helix20 sequence, u

FIG. 1. Simulated multiple quantum13C NMR signal amplitudes for ana
hird alanine residue. The number of labels is 4 (left), 5 (middle), or 6 (r
he initial condition isr(0) 5 I z. Results are shown forn 5 1, 2, 4, and 8, c
9.248, and 38.496 ms. Note that the signal amplitudes are plotted on

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but
e

nd
ds

,
y
g

he AGADIR program (25), predicts helix contents greater th
5% from Ala4 through Ala18 at pH 7.0, 274 K, and zero io
trength. Circular dichroism measurements on helix20 in a
us solution (9mM peptide concentration, 5 mM phosphat
uffer, pH 6.8, 274 K) reveal minima in the molar elliptic
u] at 222 and 208 nm wavelengths, characteristic of ana-he-
ical conformation. The observed value [u] 222 5 214.73 103

eg-cm2/dmol suggests an average helix content of app
ately 50%.
Figure 3 shows experimental MQ NMR excitation spectr
30 mg sample of13C-labeled helix20 in lyophilized sol

orm, obtained at 9.39 T (100.8 MHz13C NMR frequency
sing a Chemagnetics Infinity-400 spectrometer with a ho
uilt static double-resonance probe. The relatively low s
ility of helix20 precluded experiments on frozen solutio

lical polyalanine peptide with13C labels at methyl carbon positions of ev
). The effective dipole–dipole coupling Hamiltonian isHDQ (top) orHSQ (bottom).
esponding to multiple quantum preparation and mixing periods of 4.812
garithmic scale.

h the initial conditionr(0) 5 I .
-he
ight
orr
a lo
wit
 x
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306 ROBERT TYCKO
he experiments were carried out and the data were ana
s previously described (21), but with the addition of TPPM
ecoupling (26) during the MQ preparation and mixing perio
nd with the use of the multiple pulse sequence of Suteret al.
5), modified by insertion ofp pulses to remove effects
hemical shift anisotropy (21), to create a single quantu
ffective13C–13C dipole–dipole coupling Hamiltonian for Fig
a and 3b. The initial condition and detected operator w
elected by optionalp/2 pulses at the beginning of the M
reparation period and the end of the MQ mixing per
pectra in Fig. 3 were obtained with MQ preparation
ixing periods of 19.2 ms.13C RF pulse amplitudes were

Hz during MQ preparation and mixing. The1H decoupling
mplitude was 85 kHz. A total of 8192 scans were acquire
igs. 3a and 3b, and 2048 scans for Fig. 3c.
In Fig. 3a, the initial condition and detected operator

oth I z and the effective coupling Hamiltonian isHSQ. In Fig.
b, the initial condition and detected operator are bothI x and

he effective coupling Hamiltonian isHSQ. In Fig. 3c, the initia
ondition and detected operator are bothI x and the effectiv
oupling Hamiltonian isHDQ. The signal intensities in th
arious MQ orders are consistent with the selection r

FIG. 3. Experimental 13C multiple quantum NMR spectra of the 2
esidue peptide helix20, with13C labels at methyl carbons of Ala5, Ala
la11, Ala14, and Ala17, in lyophilized form. The effective dipole–dip
oupling Hamiltonian for multiple quantum excitation is the single quan
peratorHSQ in (a) and (b), and the double quantum operatorHDQ in (c). The

nitial condition and detected operator areI z in (a) and I x in (b) and (c)
xcitation spectra for multiple quantum orders 0 through 5 are plotted
y-side, with a spectral width of 50 kHz in each order. See the tex
xperimental conditions.
ed

re

.
d

r

e

s

iscussed above. The signal intensities are in approxi
greement with the simulations in Figs. 1 and 2, with
ssumption that approximately 70% of the total signal inten
rises from peptides in ana-helical conformation and th
emaining signal intensity arises from relatively isolated13C
uclei, perhaps in molecules with a more extended confo

ion. Intermolecular dipole–dipole couplings may also pla
ole in the excitation of MQ coherences. In particular,
nhancement of the three- and four-quantum signals in Fig
hen compared with the simulations in Fig. 2, may be du

ntermolecular couplings.
The MQ excitation spectra in Fig. 3 should be viewed

reliminary results in light of the uncertainties described ab
egarding the conformational distribution of helix20 in lyophiliz
orm and the role of intermolecular couplings. Nonetheless,
pectra demonstrate the feasibility of MQ NMR measuremen
ultiply 13C-labeled biopolymers and the influence of the

election rules on the experimental spectra.

CONCLUSION

Selection rules for MQ NMR excitation in coupled spin-
ystems with time-reversible and time-reversal invariant e
ive coupling Hamiltonians are derived above in a way
oes not depend on the explicit form of the effective Ha

onians, commutation relations, or series expansions. Th
ection rules are therefore shown to be direct consequenc
ime-reversibility and time-reversal invariance. The nume
imulations on coupled13C spin systems illustrate the impact
he selection rules on MQ excitation spectra in a case that
elevance to MQ NMR experiments on13C-labeled polypep
ides. The feasibility of using13C MQ NMR measurements
nvestigate peptide and protein conformations, in partic
elical secondary structure and helix–coil transitions, is
ested by the experimental MQ NMR excitation spectra o
ultiply 13C-labeled helix20 peptide.
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